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Introduction
PSA Single Machine is a new type of knitting machine,
invented by BECK LATINOAMERICA, S.A., who has combined
the knitting principle with human engineering and aesthetics
viewpoint.
needlebutt cam design, equipped with KNIT cam, TUCK cam
and MISS cam, central adjustment device (all body size cam
change and more suitable for knitting fabric market demand.
Equipped with additional elastic yarn feeding device, it can
produce elastic single jersey.
FEATURES:
1. Manufacture: Most of the structures and main parts are
produced by advanced processing center, which ensure the
2.

central is precise.
the strength and hardness of the machine’s main structure
roll so as to reduce the vibration when the machine works at
high speed and keep the machine steady. It adopts three-axis
driving positioner to ensure the concentricity when quickworking. Whole machine adopts excellent iron to avoid
deformity of base of machine through long natural timing
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operation circumstacnce.
special metal from abroad and thermanl treatment, adopting
computer CAD/CAM auxiliary desigh to ensure the smooth
articles.
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function, is easy to adjust as well as keep the stretch longer
of slot between cam and slider, which can avoid the altitude
graduated disk, which is easy, accurate and fast. Creative
center adjustment: Cramped construction and precise central
adjustor. Internal special device diminishes the inaccuracy of
the gap of gear thread when up and down so as to make the
cam box steady when up and down. As a result, the surface
gauge, makes the wight adjustment more easily and clearly.
4. Needle: We all adopt Groz-Beckert Needle on our machines.
Fabric quality is guaranteed.
5. Sinker: Adopting Kern-Liebers sinker from Germany and
designed by the original factory, it can increase its durability.
Fabric construction is clear, and it can reduce the ration of
yarn broken to prevent the possibility of natural hole broken.
6. Cover Painting: All machines are using car (E.P.B) cover
painting, wich not only can improve machine’s look, but
also avoid needle oil corrosion to decelerate the speed of
machine’s getting into old. Our company also cooperates with
degree of hardness and the level against putridity and rust.
In a word, the machine’s main characters are having
artistic appearance, new style, good performance, steady operation
and esay control, an the man plays an important part in it.

